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Goal of newborn screening is to identify at 
risk babies before the onset of symptoms to 
reduce the chance of disability, morbidity 

and mortality.

• Iowa NBS program must have structures in place to 
adequately address the time critical conditions on NBS 
panel.

• Everyone involved in the process (birth facilities, midwives, 
PCPs and office staff, parents, etc) need to be aware of 
their roles(s) and how the newborn screening process works 
in Iowa
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Presentation Notes
To achieve this goal there are two big things that need to happen



Reality then and now

Babies born with time critical conditions detected 
by newborn screening can be born on any day of 

the week in any part of the state. 

Do our current structures (receiving samples by mail and 
testing 6 days a week) allow us to reach our goal?

What changes could align our efforts with our goal?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When looking at expanding the newborn screening panel in 2005-The fact that babies are born with time critical conditions detected by newborn screening can be born on any day of the week in any part of the state were the “realities” that led the CIDAC (Advisory Committee) to request a proposal from the NBS Program to address the recognized realities to reduce the “risk of harm” for Iowa babies.And our goal in newborn screening is to identify at risk babies before the onset of symptoms to reduce the chance of disability, morbidity and mortality.



Iowa NBS program must have structures 
in place to adequately address the time 

critical conditions on NBS panel

•Dedicated same day 
courier service picks up 
samples and delivers to 
NBS lab SAME DAY 365 
days/year 

Transit

•NBS lab staff receive samples 
•Begin testing and data entry when 

samples arrive at night

•Dayshift finishes testing and report 
abnormals.

•365 days/year

NBS Lab 
Processing •Notify STFU of critical results 

via web portal and phone 
call 365 days/year. 

Call Out Time 
Critical Results

•Communicate results w/ 
provider and/or specialist 
365 days/year 

•Make recommendations for 
intervention to PCP

Intervention 
Initiated

So that:  Every baby has the same opportunity for a healthy life 
regardless of which day or where they are born in Iowa.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enhanced structures were put in place to reduce the time from birth to treatment for affected babies over 12 years ago in Iowa.Dedicated same-day courier picks up NBS specimens every dayThe specimens are picked up every day in the afternoon to early evening and delivered by about 9:30pm that same day.The laboratory night shift staff is present every day to receive the specimens and begin testing right away and through the night.The laboratory day shift staff is present every day to continue the testing and report results to Program Follow-up staff every day.The Program Follow-up staff are available every day to ensure a baby at risk for a time-critical condition is tracked down and can be assessed that same day to determine the need for appropriate interventions.



Challenge

• Making sure everyone in the newborn 
screening system understands the 
importance of his/her role.

• Utilize the available infrastructures as 
effectively as possible to maximize the 
benefits of “Timeliness” for all newborns in 
Iowa.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although these structures were put in place, we realize the program is only as strong as its partners. The NBS program had put in place structures that allowed timely delivery, testing and follow up of samples but we had not educated our partners over the years of these changes and more importantly WHY the changes were needed. We wanted our partners to understand the importance of   his/her role in decreasing the time from birth to intervention for these at risk babies, and all of the tools they had to help accomplish this. THUS the CoIIN Project…



Then there was CoIIN

Plan of attack

 Infographic 

 Facility Education

 Technical assistance

Goal: Receive 95% of initial samples at newborn screening lab 
within 60 65 hours or less from birth.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
January 2015-Iowa was one of 5 states to participate in NewSteps CoIIN project for 1 year which included monthly all state phone calls and NewSteps team QI coach calls. 1. Create and disperse info-graphic to communicate with birth facilities the percentage of samples received at the newborn screening lab in 65 hours or less from birth for their facility as well as other facilities across the state2. Set up site visits and webinars to educate on timeliness issue3. Advertise resources such as web portal and reports available in real timeAfter initial CoIIN project ended, we were one of 20 states awarded NewSteps360 timeliness grant and continued working on our timeliness objective as well and others. 



Infographic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many iterations and revisions were made after sending mock up infogrpahics to 7 hospitals as a pilot.  The pilot then expanded to 10 as other hospitals in the same organization heard about it and wanted to be a part of it.  The pilot had representation from different geographic areas in the state as well as newborn patient volumes. The goal of the pilot was to ascertain if the report was meeting our goal-that is-is it a valuable resource to see how you are performing as a facility and in comparison to others in the State as well as the state as a whole- and is it easily understood. We also revised it based on some education given during a call about infographics and how to display data during a NewSteps CoIIN monthly call.In the beginning it was a manually created report sent to the pilot sites using data from the LIMS, downloaded into Excel and merged into Word document-thanks to Stan. This was not ideal but we tried to not let perfection get in the way of progress.  This word document was the prototype we shared with SHL IT who then programmed it as an automated report the newborn screening lab could generate for individual facility or the whole state-THANKS SHL IT



65 hours or less from birth???
• SMART goal? Are you sure that’s an attainable goal? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes based on the courier picking up, delivering, and newborn screening lab staff beginning testing as soon as they arrive this was an achievable goal. And some hospitals were already meeting this goal-larger ones, smaller ones and in different regions



65 hours or less from birth???

 SMART goal? 
Are you sure that’s a attainable 
goal? 

Day of the 
week

Date Time Event

Thursday 6/11/2015 1653 Baby born

Friday 6/12/2015 1733 NBS collected (24.5hrs after birth)

Saturday 6/13/2015 2200 NBS received at newborn screening lab (54.5 hrs from birth)

Sunday 6/14/2015 0850 Abnormal TMS result communicated to Follow-up (65 hrs from birth)

Tuesday 6/14/2015 0945 PCP contact made with recommendations (66 hrs from birth).  Baby 
already symptomatic (low blood sugars-PCP was not sure why yet)

Wednesday 6/17/2015 1040 Confirmation testing came BACK confirming LCHAD (baby is on day 6 of 
life-not quite 6 whole days old)

Case Study:
Baby was born about 2.5 hours from 
newborn screening lab
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Case Study -The courier comes around 1pm at this facility so even if they draw at 24hrs, the sample will not arrive at the lab the same day its collected-THAT’S OKAY



Facility Education
Webinar to kick off timeliness 

project statewide
 Goal of newborn 

screening and WHY 
timeliness matters

 Overview of Iowa’s 
infrastructure and their 
role in the process

 Tools and reports 
available to use to 
monitor performance
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Introduce everyone to our project and the infographics they will receive.  Give background and the WHY behind the project.  Focus on the project as a collaboration and emphasize their role in the process. We realized much like our infrastructure changes, we had not communicated enough the resources created 10+ years ago on our web portal for the submitter.Patient lookupSamples receivedQuality controlTurnaround statistics (most useful for CoIIN initiative)Facility summaryFacility QA Report



Facility Education cont.

• Partnerships

• Visited >20 facilities with representation 
from different departments (lab, M/B, 
NICU, etc.) in person or via Zoom. 

• Monthly/quarterly emails with CoIIN 
infographic and feedback

Presenter
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The perinatal team goes out to birthing facilities across the state (every facility every 3 years).  The NBS program (follow up staff) provided them data and NBS education for them to share on their visits to help re-inforce our messageEngaged a risk manager for hospital association of 10 hospitals across Iowa.  Feedback- each email would address any improvements since last report and congratulate or offer to visit and provide resources to help improve. 



Houston, we have a problem!

• “We see we have 20% outside of the goal. Can you tell 
us what patients fell out?”

• “I have all these hospitals calling requesting courier pick 
up time changes”

Image from rebloggy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requests for specific patient data after reviewing their CoIIN infographic started pouring in by phone, email, and in person.  We had a frustrated courier service because sites were flooding him with requests for multiple pick ups and later pickup-not logistically realistic and actually not necessary.  Good problem to have-the facilities were responding to the reports and wanting to look for ways to improve.  But a problem none the less.  Decided we needed to dedicate a staff member to work on quality improvement activities with our clients.  Yes some of the questions would subside as we trained people where to look up information but quality improvement is CONTINUOUS and we should have an FTE focused on this in our program. I changed roles officially and no longer did day to day bench work.  This freed me up to assist our clients and monitor our timeliness project as well as other quality improvement activities in the program. 



Web portal resources

Facilities are able to log into the State Hygienic Web portal and 
view their turnaround time metrics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Allowed us the opportunity to remind and encourage facilities to use the web portal to check and monitor their progress in real time.  Also useful to troubleshoot after receiving the CoIIN report to see which samples fell out and begin to find the cause of the outlier. 
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Percent of samples received by newborn screening lab in 65 hours or 
less from birth

Date Count ≤65 hours 

Oct-Dec 2014 9586 79%

May-Aug 2017 10190 96%

Show me the data

Presenter
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Hit goal October 2016 and have for the most part maintained 95% slightly better since then 



Then and Now
1st monthly report sent to facilities: January 2015

Monthly report sent to facilities: July 2017

Presenter
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Monthly reports sent to facilities that submit > 200 samples a yearEach green bar represents a different facility and the percentage of samples submitted in 65 hours or less.Same facility in yellow in both graphs. Blue line is the state as a whole 



Then and Now
1st Quarterly report sent to facilities: Jan-March 2015

Quarterly report : May 22nd-August 22nd, 2015
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Qaurterly reports sent to hospitals that submit <200 samples/year2/79 facilities were at 95% or above 6 were at 90% or above56/79 at 95% or above72/79 at 90% or above



Eyes on the Prize

ACHDNC recommendation: newborn screen results for time 
critical conditions should be available within 5 days of life

Presenter
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Percent of specimens with Time critical results reported less than or equal to 5 days after birthIt is great to get the sample collected and transported to the NBS lab in a timely manner, but if Iowa did not have lab and follow up to initiate potential intervetntion in a timely manner it would be all for nothing. It is important to for us to always go back and make sure we are addressing the real issue: The goal of newborn screening-to identify at risk babies before the onset of symptoms to reduce the chance of disability, morbidity and mortality.



Eyes on the Prize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Percent of specimens with Time critical results reported less than or equal to 4 days after birthBecause of our program’s structure and the submitter’s improving collection and transit time, in 2017: Able to report 95% of time critical results to Medical Professional 6/7 months.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Partnering with facilities and making sure we give them the right information and tools is key in successful outcomes. Educating the health professionals with the WHY was most beneficial and empowered them to find improvements in their own facility.  2. Infographic gave an overall picture of performance and got many submitters engaged in finding out how the newborn screening process works at their facility and how they can make improvements.  The increased communication each month has strengthened our relationships with many facilities and has had an impact beyond improving timeliness.  We have up to date contact information at each facility with multiple departments.  They will email in response to their CoIIN report to notify us of staffing changes (retirement, new role, etc).  Emailing the reports has allowed us to be in contact more with each facility. Collaboration with other States on NewSteps 360 calls and activities invaluable.  Network and relationships made through that collaboration also will be beneficial way beyond timeliness. 



Team Effort
NBS CoIIN Team 
NBS Program staff
Kim Piper, RN, BS, CPH, CPHG -Iowa Department of Public Health
Carol Johnson-University of Iowa Stead Family Children’s Hospital
Stan Berberich, PhD- State Hygienic Laboratory at the University of Iowa

Hospital Partners
Kristen Ernsperger, MSN-Mercy Medical Center-DSM
Kim Vonahsen, MHA, MLS, SLS-Unity Point Iowa Methodist Medical Center

SHL IT
Matt Bielicke
Dari Shirazi (now with APHL)

NewSteps360
Ruthanne  Sheller, MPH-QI Coach
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